Wireless Internet

A constant high speed Internet connection is far more valuable than a connection that is
sometimes fast and sometimes slow.
Wireless Internet means you receive your Internet connectivity through a wireless CPE (Customer Premises Equipment) on
your roof. This CPE points to our nearest tower to connect to Internet and other services.

Benefits of Jenny Wireless

Optimised specifically for business use.
Low contention and latency.
Fantastic support via our call-centre, backed up by local technicians.
Online account management. Usage notifications, SMS top-up, ticket logging and service creation.
Get 100% more data with night data for the same price.
Night data speeds up our network for you. People now schedule their downloads and backups for after hours. This
relieves strain on the network throughout the day.

The problem with Internet in South Africa
Internet Service Providers advertise high speed and uncapped Internet. When you test the service, however, you find it mostly
slow with fast speeds very late at night. This is because most Internet Service Providers in South Africa jumped on the
bandwagon, trying to please everybody and in turn pleasing nobody. To provide high speed Internet, most providers contend
(share) the Internet feed with too many other consumers. This slows your Internet down just like a massive highway full of cars
in a traffic jam. Your connection is slow because it is part of the data traffic jam.
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Here are some reasons why :
They optimise their network for market share, not performance.
Their networks are susceptible to abusive usage patterns because they do not have systems in place. This affects your
Internet speed.
They have high contention ratios (you are on shared bandwidth with too many other customers).
They operate hybrid networks that throw businesses in the same pool as high-use consumers.

For your business to win, you need the following from your supplier
A network optimised specifically for business use.
A network with low contention ratios.
A network which you share only with other business clients who have the same usage patterns as you do.
A network that’s lightning fast with very low latency.
A first-tier supplier who can cater to your stringent security requirements.
A supplier with fantastic service and local support.

The Jenny Internet solution
We at Jenny Internet understand how to manage our network so your Internet connection is always fast. We achieve all the
above criteria to provide your company with an Internet connection that will allow your business to increase in productivity and
profitablity.
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